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THE PLANE CRASH  
This all begins on all hollow's eve when this group of student doctors are on their way to 
do training in Seattle where there are more trauma accidents happening every day so their 
knowledge will be as wide as possible. They were all on the plane when they heard an 
extremely loud bang, they thought it was just some lightening because it was forecast 
thunder storms. Then suddenly, an engine went out and within three minutes the plane had 
crashed. 

Hours later Arizona was the first to wake she noticed that they were in a forest. The pain set 
it she noticed that there was something wrong with her leg she then removes the piece of 
cloth that was covering her thigh all she could see was blood she let out a monstrous scream 
she took a closer look as she was going into orthopedics {bones} she knew it looked familiar 
it was her bone. 

Then, Mark woke up he was mostly fine the back of his head was bleeding but he heard 
Arizona scream so he tried to follow her voice to find her and see what was wrong with her 
when he finally found her as he was majoring in plastics, he did not know what he was 
looking at so he asked her when he found out it was her bone the look on his face was like 
he saw a ghost. Mark then said to Arizona that he should try to find April, Stiles, and Derek 
she agreed. 

Mark found April and stiles quite close to each other but could not for the life of him find 
Derek how must have been in the back of the plane when it went down because he 
remembers them all being close to the front talking about how nervous they all were to go 
to a new place they had never been before to start their residency training with the best 
attending doctors in the country. They all thought that something was too good to be true. 

Stiles then awoke he screamed when he had no idea where he was but then mark re assured 
him that he was safe and that they were all involved in a plane crash. Then suddenly stiles 
started to hyperventilate {he also suffers from extremely bad anxiety issues and attacks} at 
the sight of Arizona limb that is hanging off her body with thick black blood oozing out of 
her cold weak body.  

Later, when everyone was awakened, they all gathered around April as she was stuck 
underneath the back of the plane with a metal rod going through her lungs as she said her 
final words was her confession to her lover. 

When the pilot awoke, he mentioned that he had a flare gun he said that someone would 
see it and then come and safe us so they shot the first flare. They all lay awake waiting in 
pain for someone to come to their rescue. Arizona let out a groan that everyone heard she 
then said “I feel something crawling inside of my leg” her leg went numb then she was 
silent for hours. She finally said something but her voice was not her own it sounded more 
like she had been possessed by whatever had crawled inside of her. It was like a new alter- 
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ego had emerged within mere hours. Her appearance then started to change like a 
reddish-marron goo started to create a shell around her body then it all went silent............  

Arizona then started to demolish April's body. Whilst the others stared in repugnance as 
they wondered what had happened to their friend. When she finished, she passed out 
whilst the rest of them had to stay awake for days waiting for help four days later help 
finally arrived. The people who came to help went to Arizona first because of the slimy goo 
that surrounded her.  

They were in the hospital stiles Derek and mark were fine they were waiting to see what 
had happened to Arizona. She was in an isolation room which had a bubble in so if she 
were contagious with whatever she had she would not infect anybody else. When the 
attending came back with the test results It was confirmed to be biofilms had grouped 
together whilst she was vulnerable with her leg open fractures were easy for the micro-
organisms to climb into and bond together and without treatment, she can become a 
completely tameless animal and die but with treatment it could become tamable but 
biofilms are a ridiculously hard infection to get under control.  

When she next awoke and was told the results she did not know what to do because it had 
already started to get into her brain and change all her impulses from human to supernatural. 
Part of Arizona knew that she had treatment but most of her wanted to go ferocious.  

Arizona could smell blood as a new patient came in bleeding from their carotid artery, she 
craved it. It was like she was a vampire infected hybrid. 

She escaped the hospital leaving dozens of bodies behind some doctors and some patients. 
They had to find her and try to appeal to her human side they knew just the way to do that 
but it was the factors if she even had any humanity left or was it all just gone was the 
Arizona, we knew simply now just a memory... 

They followed the trail of bodies she lefty behind but she had hidden them well because all 
that was left of them were the bones, she had demolished all the flesh. They also had the 
police involved to help by looking at missing persons in certain places in the area. 

A few weeks had passed since the search started for Arizona at the moment, they had tracked 
her to Redmond with about 10 bodies I the same location the police have covered it up with 
an animal attack which is not completely false because that is how she is acting. They 
continued tracking her and found her at a hotel so after they searched most of the rooms, 
they found her passed out after her most recent killing if you can even call it that. 

Whilst she was out cold, they oved her to a prison they placed into one of the solitary 
confinement cells. When she awoke, she tried to break out of the restraints that they placed 
her in so she could not hurt anyone. Mark was the first one to go in to see if she had any 
humanity left in her even if it was just a tiny sliver. When he exited, he said with tears rolling 
down his face “I'm not afraid of ghosts or wolves or even haunted hotels for the matter but 
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whatever is in Arizona I see no humanity left in her she has been taken over but I believe 
that the person we knew is still in there somewhere.” After they had all gone in individually, 
they all agreed that she is still in there deep down. 

After hours they came to the decision to use something that was their last resort her 
daughter Lydia after showing her pictures and videos it was like a switch had been flipped 
just for a second you could tell by the look in her eye. Then the vampire hybrid part of her 
came back with “you are going to have to try a hell of a lot harder to get her back 
completely.” So that is exactly what they did non-stop for weeks on end and with her food 
secretly poisoning the hybrid with the treatment for the biofilm infection.  

After some time, she started to seize and scream like she was being exorcised from her 
body. But for Arizona she was getting memories from hat the infected part of her did all the 
“killings” she did and how many bodies were there and she broke down with “how many 
families have I left broken.”   

But in the end the hybrid part of Arizona still has power because no-one knows not even 
Arizona herself knows about the army of hybrids that are in the shadows waiting to attack 
sometime in the future when the universe is stuck in some phenomenon that not one person 
can control. But the best thing is that they will not even see it coming. So good conquers 
evil....... For now, 

  


